
Securing Mechanical Licenses

Getting Permission To Record Other People’s Songs
When one wishes to record a song that is written by someone else, (not written by you) they need to
secure a mechanical license which gives them the right to legally reproduce (in a mechanical format....

such as on a CD) a specified number of copies of them performing that song**. A mechanical license may
take the form of a letter from the original author, or be a more official contract between the song publisher
and the artist or record label to whom they grant license.

Licensing Fees
The statutory fee for a standard mechanical license currently is set at 8.5¢/song per copy created (*if under

5 minutes in length). If you required licenses for 10 songs on a CD (10 x .085 = 85¢) ...you would pay a
total of 85 cents per CD released. 1000 copies would cost you $850. and 500 copies would be 1/2 of that
amount, or $425. *If you have songs over 5 minutes in length, you add about 1.7¢/song per minute times
the total number of copies. (Tip: Always round length to nearest minute, so you would list a song that is

5:29 as 5:00 minutes) Multiple songs used in medleys must also be reported in detail, and thus can add
extra licensing costs. Language translations require special permission, and may be refused at the sole
discretion of the original author/publisher. The requirement for mechanical licenses applies, even if the
copies are given away for free. 

Songs written by an author who has been deceased for more than 50 years are considered to be in the
public domain (PD) and as such do not require you to obtain a license to record them. 

If you are recording a song by an unpublished author, they may agree to any special terms the two of you
wish to negotiate in lieu of the standard rate of 8.5¢/song per copy, but you will need a signed, written copy
of this agreement for it to stand as a mechanical license.

Availability Of Songs For Mechanical Licensing & The Application Procedure
The original author of a song may retain the right of first release or assign it to anyone they choose, however,
you may obtain a mechanical license for any song previously released to the public in a mechanical form,
and this can be accomplished by contacting the author/publisher of the song directly and negotiating the
fees or by going through an organization such as http://cmrra.ca in Canada or http://www.nmpa.org or
http://www.icgcopyright.com in the USA. The previously mentioned mechanical licensing clearinghouses,
represent most major publishers and can issue mechanical licenses on their behalf, so that you can usually
do all your licensing through a single source. These one-stop licensing clearinghouses in turn, pocket a
percentage of what you pay in licensing fees, before remitting your payment to the respective publishers.
(so the publishers pay them for this service)

If you are a US based artist, you should begin by contacting NMPA which is also known as the Harry Fox
Agency. If you are a Canadian based artist, you should begin by contacting CMRRA because you will pay
in CDN funds, adding GST. In the event that neither CMRRA or NMPA represent some of your songs,
contacting ICGI in the US, can be a good next step, but bear in mind that they will invoice in US funds. 

Searching For Titles, Authors & Publishers Of Songs
Since song titles are not copyrightable, you may find that there are several songs with the same title, so it
is important that when you file for licenses that you have determined the proper song title, author and ideally
the publisher’s name also. Failure to do this can result in obtaining a license for the wrong song. T h e
easiest way to verify correct information, is to do a search of the performance rights associations song
databases. You will find these at: http://www.ascap.com - http://www.bmi.com - http://www.sesac.com -
or for Canada at http://www.socan.com



All authors of songs and their publishers are usually members of these performance rights groups, since
they are authorized by the FCC and CRTC to collect royalties for broadcast airplay or other public performance
of live or recorded music. You simply log on to the ASCAP, BMI, SESAC or SOCAN websites and go to
their search engines... then enter all the information you have for each song to see what comes up. If you
don’t find a particular title with one performance rights organization, the publisher may be affiliated with
another of the 4 listed, so check each of them. Once you determine the author and publisher’s name you
can look further on that performance rights organization’s website for complete contact information on
each of their affiliated publishers. From here you can choose to contact the publisher directly to request a
mechanical license, OR go through one of the clearinghouses such as CMRRA, NMPA, or ICGI.

Making Application For Mechanical Licenses Through A Licensing Clearinghouse
If you use a one-stop clearinghouse such as CMRRA or NMPA (highly recommended) use their website
to download mechanical licensing application forms, or fill these out on-line. You will need to fill out one of
these forms for each song for which you are requesting a license. These forms will ask for the contact
information of the person filling out the form, the name of the recording artist and the title of the CD, as
well as a production catalogue number and the quantity of CDs being released. They will also ask you to
specify if your CD is a vocal or instrumental release. In addition, you will need to project an estimated
release date for the CD, and be sure to provide either a pressing release form, a copy of your invoice for
your CDs, or a quote for CD manufacturing - to validate the quantity of CDs that you will press. T h i s
validation of quantity from the manufacturer must accompany your application.

When you send these licensing applications in, you need to calculate total licensing fees payable and
enclose a cheque for the full amount of all fees payable (including GST if going to CMRRA). When you do
this, be sure to make photo copies of each license application and also of your cheque so that this may
be used to verify that your licenses are pending. This is necessary before the CD pressing plant will press
your CDs. You may also want to send this application by registered mail or via a courier, so there is a
signature to prove receipt of your application. 

What To Do If Your Songs Are Not Covered By A Licensing Clearinghouse
In the event that the CMRRA, NMPA, or ICGI do not cover some of your songs, they will advise you by
return mail, and refund any payments you have made to publishers which they do not represent... At this
point, it is your responsibility to try another similar clearinghouse service OR contact the respective
publisher(s) directly to obtain your missing license(s).

Important Documentation
Keeping photo copies of all your license applications and cheques, ensures that you have proof of your
action to obtain proper mechanical licenses, in the event that there is ever any question pertaining to your
application. 

Using Someone Else’s Recording On Your CD
**You cannot legally make copies of someone else’s recorded version of a song or music background track
and put it on your CD without a special written legal agreement with the owner of that original recording...
and that owner is not obliged to grant you such privileges. This is a different issue than you performing
and recording a song that is written by someone else and for which they must grant you a license. 
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